An **Unbe-LEAF-able** Tale

______________ and I were raking leaves in my backyard. My mom had promised us ________________ when we were done! We got right to work, but something was odd...

The leaves were not red and orange, they were ________________ and ________________.

(usual color)  
(usual color)

As we raked the leaves, they began to _________________. At the sight of this, ________________ shouted, “_______________!”

(an action)  
(friend’s name)  
(silly word)

The leaves responded by forming into a giant _________________. We began to ________________ around the yard. The leaves chased after us.

(animal)  
(an action)

Suddenly, the leaves stopped and formed a giant pile. We ran full speed and leapt into the air!

And, with a ________________ we dove into the pile.

(noise)

When we finally emerged, the leaves were no longer unusual colors. They turned back into ________________ and _________________. Mom stood there just looking at us covered in leaves and _________________. It was clear she had not seen what just happened. She said,

(an action)

“You two are silly!”, then handed us ________________ and went back inside.

(favorite treat)